Evaluation of coagulation parameters and liver enzymes among alcohol drinkers in Port Harcourt, Nigeria
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Abstract: Alcohol is a major contributor to the global burden of disease, disability, and death in high, middle, and low-income countries. Harmful use of alcohol is one of the main factors contributing to premature deaths and avoidable disease burden worldwide and has a major impact on public health. The aim of this present cross-sectional study was to investigate the effect of alcohol consumption on coagulation parameters and liver enzymes of subjects in Port Harcourt, Nigeria. Two hundred adults consisting of 120 alcohol dependent subjects and 80 age, gender-matched nondrinkers aged 25–65 years (mean age 45.25 ± 11.50 years) were enrolled in this study. Of the 120 chronic alcohol drinkers, 37 were dependent on local dry gin, while 83 were dependent on other alcoholic beverages. The mean values of the liver enzymes, aspartate aminotransferase and gamma glutamyl transferase, were significantly higher \( P = 0.002 \) and \( P = 0.02 \) respectively among the chronic alcohol consumers compared with their nondrinker counterparts. Although the value of alanine aminotransferase was higher in the chronic drinkers, it did not reveal any significant difference \( P = 0.11 \). The coagulation parameters, prothrombin time and activated partial thromboplastin time were investigated among chronic drinkers and nondrinkers. The mean value of prothrombin time and activated partial thromboplastin time was significantly higher in the chronic alcohol drinkers compared to the nondrinkers \( P = 0.04 \) and \( P = 0.02 \) respectively. We observed a positive and significant correlation between values of liver enzymes, serum gamma glutamyl transferase and aspartate aminotransferase, and values of prothrombin time among alcohol consumers \( r = 0.72 \) and \( r = 0.68 \) respectively. The implementation of policies to target harm reduction strategies among alcoholics is urgently needed, alongside the building of a strong base of public awareness and community support required for the continuity and sustainability of alcohol policies. There is also the need for the Nigerian government to enforce tighter regulations and restrictions on the production and distribution of alcoholic beverages to reduce harmful use, and protect young people and other vulnerable groups.
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Introduction

Harmful use of alcohol is one of the main factors contributing to premature deaths and avoidable disease burden worldwide and has a major impact on public health. Harmful use of alcohol was estimated to cause about 2.3 million premature deaths worldwide in 2009 (3.7% of global mortality and 4.4% of the global burden of disease).1

Alcoholic beverages, and the problems they engender, have been familiar fixtures in human societies. It is likely that alcohol use and related disorders will increase as a public health problem in Nigeria over the coming years and the global burden of ill health related to alcohol use will grow. The patterns of alcohol intake around the
world are constantly evolving, and alcohol is ubiquitous today. Alcohol is a major contributor to the global burden of disease, disability, and death in high, middle, and low-income populations. It is estimated that 3.5% of the global burden of disease is attributable to alcohol. Alcohol consumption has been linked to more than 60 medical conditions and is also linked to categories of disease whose relative impact on the global burden is predicted to increase.

Alcoholism has been defined as an individual’s dependence on alcohol, and alcohol misuse or uncontrolled drinking habit, which adversely interferes with biological, social, and mental well-being. Alcohol-related problems are a major public health issue. A review of the studies on alcohol use in Nigeria shows that there has been a rapid increase in alcohol availability and consumption in recent times particularly among young adults. Studies in Nigeria have focused on lifetime and current prevalence rates of alcohol use without exploring alcohol-related health problems, particularly concerned with the hemostatic parameters and liver function.

Alcohol consumption is a major factor in the global burden of disease and should be considered a public health priority globally, regionally, and nationally for the vast majority of countries in the world. The potential effect of alcohol consumption on the hemostatic system and liver function among chronic alcohol consumers in Port Harcourt, Nigeria is not known. The aim of this present cross-sectional study was to investigate the effect of alcohol consumption on liver enzymes and coagulation parameters of subjects in Port Harcourt, Nigeria as a way of generating scientific evidence to enable the strategic interventions that can help prevent or minimize alcohol-related harm in Nigeria.

Materials and methods
Subjects
This prospective case-control study included 200 adults (≥18 years) age range (25–65 years) and mean age (45.25 ± 11.50 years). There were 120 alcohol dependent (subjects), and 80 age, gender-matched nondrinkers (controls). The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of chronic alcohol consumption on liver enzymes; aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and gamma glutamyl transferase (GGT) and some hemostatic parameters; prothrombin time (PT) and activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT), of alcohol dependent subjects and nondrinkers. The values were compared statistically for any significant difference. Confirmation of alcoholism was established on the basis of the Short Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test (SMAST). The SMAST is a 13-item, self-reporting and effective diagnostic instrument developed from the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test (MAST) questionnaire. It has better sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy for chronic alcohol consumption, and thus does not have the tendency for false positive results as does the MAST. Subjects for this cross-sectional study were all out-patients selected based on a random-cluster sample of different suburban communities (Elechi beach, Ogu, Okujagu, Duck yard, and Rex Lawson waterfront) in Port Harcourt within the period of 12 months. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects and control individuals. Ethical approval was obtained from the research and ethics committee in the Department of Medical Laboratory Science of the Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt, Nigeria. Subjects were included according to these criteria: age ≥18 years, no history of present or past 2 weeks’ medication use prior to the collection of samples, and willingness to give written informed consent after discussion of study procedures. Exclusion criteria included: pregnancy, age <18 years, history of hematological diseases, malignancies or infections, chronic illnesses such as tuberculosis, and diabetes mellitus. Alcohol dependent subjects in this study were individuals who drink alcoholic beverages at least once daily. Duration of alcohol intake among the subjects ranged from 3–30 years. Controls included age and gender-matched nondrinkers with neither current nor past history of regular alcohol drinking.

Methods
Eight milliliters of blood sample was drawn aseptically using the S-Monovette vacutainer blood collection system (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) from the median antecubital vein for all the subjects and control participants. Three milliliters of blood was collected into a citrate bottle, while 5 mL was collected into a gel tube without anticoagulant. The gel sample was allowed to clot, centrifuged lightly and the serum separated. The serum sample was used for the manual colorimetric determination of liver enzymes AST, ALT, and GGT using Randox (Crumlin, UK) test kits. The citrate samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1000 rpm to obtain the citrated plasma that was used to determine PT and APTT using standard manual laboratory methods within 4 hours of sample collection. Test procedures were conducted according to the instructions in the manufacturer’s standard operating manual.
Statistical analysis
Data were entered and analyzed using statistical package SPSS version 9 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical analysis included descriptive analysis of mean, standard deviation student t-test and Chi-square analysis. A P-value of >0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in all statistical analyses. Correlation was compared using a version of linear regression analysis.

Results
Two hundred adults (120 alcoholics and 80 age and gender matched nondrinkers) aged 25–65 years (mean age 45.25 ± 11.50) were enrolled in this study. Of the 120 chronic alcohol drinkers, 37 were dependent on local dry gin while 83 were dependent on other alcoholic beverages. Duration of alcohol intake among the subjects ranged from 3–30 years as shown in Figure 1.

Liver enzymes in chronic alcohol drinkers versus nondrinkers
The mean values of AST and GGT were significantly higher (P = 0.002 and P = 0.02 respectively) among the chronic alcohol consumers compared with their nondrinking counterparts. Though the value of ALT was higher in the chronic alcohol drinkers, it did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.11). Table 1 shows the mean values of these liver enzymes, AST, ALT, and GGT, in chronic alcohol drinkers and nondrinkers. We observed a positive and significant correlation between values of liver enzymes, GGT and AST, and values of PT among chronic alcohol drinkers (r = 0.72 and r = 0.68 respectively).

Comparison of values of coagulation parameters in chronic alcohol drinkers and nondrinkers
The coagulation parameters, PT and APTT, were investigated among chronic alcoholics and nondrinkers. The mean values of PT and APTT were significantly higher among chronic alcoholics compared to the nondrinkers (P = 0.04 and P = 0.02 respectively). Table 2 shows the comparison between the coagulation parameters of alcoholics and nondrinkers.

Discussion
Alcoholism is one of the numerous widespread noncommunicable diseases that is ravaging the human race and poses a serious threat to the global health sector.12,13 This present cross-sectional study has investigated the effects of chronic alcohol consumption on the liver enzymes and coagulation parameters in Port Harcourt, Nigeria.

Liver enzymes such as AST, ALT, and GGT, which remain vital indicators of hepatocellular injuries possibly due to long-term alcohol dependence, were considered in this study. Except for the mean value of the ALT (10.5 ± 7.7), which did not show any significant change (P > 0.05), the mean values of the AST (23.4 ± 19.7) and GGT (42.3 ± 23.8) showed a dramatic rise among the chronic alcohol drinking subjects compared with their nondrinking counterparts (P < 0.05). These increases in the various enzymes are consistent with previous reports which found the liver as the prime target for alcohol induced diseases.14,15 Similarly, a previous report in Ghana among 60 total abstainers, 56 social drinkers, and 100 alcoholics indicated that GGT and AST are sufficiently sensitive to detect chronic alcoholics and that the serum GGT and AST showed progressive rise with increasing alcohol intake.16

Table 1 Comparison of values of liver enzymes in chronic alcohol drinkers and nondrinkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liver enzyme parameters</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Chronic alcohol drinkers</th>
<th>Nondrinkers</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>23.4 ± 19.7</td>
<td>11.0 ± 8.4</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT</td>
<td>10.5 ± 7.7</td>
<td>8.3 ± 5.8</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGT</td>
<td>42.3 ± 23.8</td>
<td>31.8 ± 19.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; GGT, gamma glutamyl transferase; SD, standard deviation.

Table 2 Comparison between the coagulation parameters of alcohol drinkers and nondrinkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coagulation parameters</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Alcohol drinkers</th>
<th>Nondrinkers</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT (seconds)</td>
<td>20.7 ± 3.1</td>
<td>15.5 ± 3.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APTT (seconds)</td>
<td>38.1 ± 6.7</td>
<td>33.5 ± 5.3</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** APTT, activated partial thromboplastin time; PT, prothrombin time; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 1 Distribution of subjects based on duration of alcohol intake.
GGT activity in serum is useful in the assessment of alcohol-induced liver disease and for demonstrating to patients the toxic effects of their drinking habits on the liver. Serial measurements of GGT activity in serum have proved a valuable marker in monitoring the progress of therapy as well as alleged abstention from alcohol in the known alcoholic. A previous report involving 14 moderate drinkers who abstained from alcohol for 4 weeks indicated that the activity of GGT in their serum showed a large decrease. However, immediately after the period of abstention, an introduction of ethanol challenge of 1 g/kg produced a marked increase in serum GGT at 24 hours, followed by a slow decline thereafter. AST activity in serum was significantly increased at 24 hours while ALT showed much smaller or no change. Elevated levels of serum enzymes are frequently associated with alcohol-related liver diseases. However a major limitation of the use of the liver enzymes parameter in the early detection of alcoholism, as well as in the diagnosis of alcohol-related diseases, has been the fact that the sensitivities and specificities of these liver enzyme markers vary considerably. They may be influenced by nonalcohol related diseases, the effect of enzyme-inducing drugs, nutritional factors, metabolic disorders, age, and smoking. Consequently there is neither a sensitive and specific single laboratory enzyme marker, nor a test combination that is reliable enough for the exact diagnosis between alcohol and nonalcohol related liver damage. GGT is the most widely used laboratory marker of alcoholism and heavy drinking. In these patients, GGT serum levels can be markedly altered (>10 times the upper reference value). GGT together with other biochemical abnormalities (AST/ALT ratio > 2) detects 34%–85% of problem drinkers and alcoholics. However, the non-specificity of increased serum GGT limits its use for general screening purposes. An elevated level of serum AST and ALT in an alcoholic or a heavy consumer of alcohol indicates alcohol-induced organ damage. The use of test combinations significantly improves the information received with single serum enzyme determinations. An AST/ALT ratio greater than 2.0 can be considered as highly suggestive for the alcoholic etiology of the liver injury. Better discrimination between alcoholic and nonalcoholic origin of liver disease may be achieved by the determination of the ratio of GGT to alkaline phosphatase. If this ratio exceeds 1:4 the specificity of the finding in favor of alcoholic liver injury is 78%.

We investigated the coagulation parameters among chronic alcohol drinkers and nondrinkers. The mean values of the PT (20.7 ± 3.1) and APTT (38.1 ± 6.7) were significantly higher among the chronic alcohol drinkers compared to the nondrinkers (15.5 ± 3.7; 33.5 ± 5.3; respectively). The PT and its derived measure, the International Normalised Ratio (INR), test for factors such as FII, FV, FVII, FX and fibrinogen. The APTT is considered a good screening test for deficiencies of FVIII, FIX, FXI, and FXII. Coagulation factors are synthesized in the liver. Alcohol consumption seems to have a negative effect on the liver with attendant negative impact on the synthesis of coagulation factors. Our finding in this present study is consistent with previous reports which indicated that alcoholic hepatitis and alcohol-associated liver cirrhosis are the eminent causes of decreased production of blood clotting factors. Ethanol has multiple effects on hemostasis, affecting coagulation factors, and the fibrinolytic system. Although conflicting results exist in the literature, growing evidence is pointing to the following effects of ethanol or its metabolites: decreased levels of fibrinogen and selected other coagulation factors, and increased fibrinolysis. Ethanol intoxication is a common contributor to traumatic injury. There is controversy as to whether ethanol consumption contributes to the coagulation differences seen between men and women after trauma. A recent report indicates that consumption of commonly ingested quantities of alcohol correlated with the development of a hypocoagulable state in men but had no effect on coagulation status in women. This phenomenon may contribute to differences in post-trauma coagulation status previously noted between genders.

We observed that values of liver enzymes (serum GGT and AST) were positively correlated with values of coagulation parameter (PT) among chronic alcohol consumers (r = 0.72 and r = 0.68 respectively). This finding is an indication that raised values of coagulation parameters were directly proportional to raised liver enzymes. This finding is consistent with previous reports which indicated that alcoholic hepatitis and liver cirrhosis-related elevation in liver enzymes are associated with alcohol-dependent decrease in the production of blood clotting factors and derangement in coagulation parameters.

The liver plays a central role in the clotting process, and acute and chronic liver diseases are invariably associated with coagulation disorders due to multiple causes: decreased synthesis of clotting and inhibitor factors, decreased clearance of activated factors, quantitative and qualitative platelet defects, hyperfibrinolysis, and accelerated intravascular coagulation. Patients with liver disease, have a disturbed balance of pro-coagulant and anti-coagulant factors deviating from the normal coagulation cascade.
There is evidence linking coagulation parameters and liver enzymes to clinical outcomes. The liver is responsible for the production of coagulation factors. The INR measures the speed of a particular pathway of coagulation, comparing it to normal. Increased levels of INR mean that blood is taking more time than usual to coagulate or clot. The INR will be increased only if the liver is so damaged that synthesis of vitamin K-dependent coagulation factors has been impaired; it is not a sensitive measure of liver function. PT and its derived measure INR are measures of the extrinsic pathway of coagulation. PT and INR are used to determine the clotting tendency of blood, in the measure of liver damage and vitamin K status. AST is similar to ALT in that it is another enzyme associated with liver parenchyma. It is raised in acute liver damage, but is also present in red blood cells, and cardiac and skeletal muscle and is therefore not specific to the liver. The ratio of AST to ALT is clinically useful in differentiating between causes of liver damage. Elevated AST level is not specific for liver damage; it has also been used as a cardiac marker. AST/ALT elevations are a clinical indication of liver cell necrosis. When the levels of AST and ALT are greater than three times normal but not >1000 IU/L, the effects can include alcohol toxicity, viral hepatitis, drug induced liver cancer, sepsis, Wilson disease, post-transport rejection of liver, autoimmune hepatitis, and steatohepatitis (nonalcoholic).21 GGT although reasonably specific to the liver and a more sensitive marker for cholestatic damage, can be elevated with even minor, subclinical levels of liver dysfunction. It is raised in chronic alcohol toxicity.

Alcohol dependence is a fast growing public health problem worldwide. The reasons for habitual and increasing alcohol dependence have been linked to: gaining courage in risk taking behaviors; overcoming feelings of inferiority and rebelling against authorities; lack of confidence and strong feelings of low self-esteem; and its use as medicine, sedatives, and anesthetics in the hostile world of cold and hunger, religious/tribal life styles among others.29 Other predisposing factors include: genetically determined physical reactions to alcohol that increase the likelihood that some individuals can drink alcohol in large enough quantities to become chronic alcoholics;30 influence of biological relatives who are chronic alcoholics.31 Alcohol dependence is a major socioeconomic problem, associated with severe effects on public health with about 10%–30% of all patients admitted into tertiary and secondary health institutions and a significant percentage of psychiatric admissions being victims.32

**Conclusion**

There are several social problems arising from alcoholism, caused by the pathological changes in the brain and the intoxicating effects of alcohol.33–37 The implementation of policies on which to base harm reduction strategies is urgently needed. There is a need for increased policies and public health programs to reduce alcohol related effects on liver enzymes and coagulation parameters among chronic alcoholics.38–40 There is a need to build a strong base of public awareness and community support to help ensure the continuity and sustainability of alcohol policies. The Nigerian government needs to enforce tighter regulations and restrictions (pricing, taxation, age of consumers, the type of retail establishments that can sell alcoholic beverages, licensing, limits on hours and days of sale, and regulations on vendors and the density of outlets) on the production and distribution of alcoholic beverages to reduce harmful use as well as protect young people and other vulnerable groups.
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